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Chameleon Resources aims to provide educational products that integrate play
and learning. Our materials. stimulate young children to learn through play in an
explorative and challenging way.
We offer to supply a comprehensive range of materials, books and toys to support
Early Years Education in Rwanda.
We design and develop innovative materials suitable for Early Years Education.
We achieve this by training, coordinating and monitoring the activities of local
craftsmen and artisans to produce toys fit for education in the Rwandan context.
We aim to produce high quality resources based on an internationally proven
curriculum and learning goals. Our emphasis on play based learning goes hand
in hand with play based teaching. Therefore, we offer training and support in the
proper use of our materials to teachers, parents, the local community and other
stakeholders in education.

Values
We believe that play stimulates children to learn and develop
specific, important life skills in a natural way.

Mission
Our mission is to make educational play based products and
training available for early years’ development in Rwanda.

Vision
Our vision is to ensure that all stakeholders in education
(teachers, parents and the local community) recognise the
importance of learning through play in Early Years and uses
our materials to support this educational goal.

Teaching and Learning
In planning and guiding children’s activities, practitioners must reflect on the
different ways that children learn and reflect these in their practice. Three
characteristics of effective teaching and learning are:
•
•
•

Playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and
‘have a go’
Active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter
difficulties, and enjoy achievements
Creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas,
make links between ideas, and develop strategies for doing things.
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Mathematical Play
Mathematical play involves providing children with opportunities to develop and improve
their skills in counting, understanding and using numbers, calculating simple addition and
subtraction problems; and to describe shapes, spaces, and measures.

1001A

Wooden bricks in a box

Use these bricks to stimulate children to experiment with various
construction ideas from simple stacking to complex buildings.
1001B
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Wooden bricks in a bag

1002A

Building blocks in a box

Building blocks in a variety of shapes to encourage imaginative construction play.
1002B

Building blocks in a bag

1003A

Colour tower

7 graduated blocks of different
colours encourages children to
distinguish different colours and
sizes.
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1004A

Balance

Allows children to balance and
compare weights of various
objects. Can also be used as
part of role play e.g. shop.
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1005A

Shape sorter

Match the correct shape to the
correct hole to identify shapes,
develop matching, hand-eye
coordination and fine motor
skills.

1006A

Beads of different colours and shapes in a box

Use bead strings to recognise shapes and colours, for sorting counting and pattern making.
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1007A

Number stamps

1008A

Marble game

1009A

Domino
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Role Play
Role Play involves guiding children to make sense of their physical world and their
community through opportunities to explore, observe and find out about people, places,
and the environment. It also involves helping children to develop a positive sense of
themselves, and others; to form positive relationships and develop respect for others; to
develop social skills and learn how to manage their feelings; to understand appropriate
behaviour in groups; and to have confidence in their own abilities.
2001A

Wooden car

2001B

Small wooden car

Our role play materials enable
children to explore the world
around them. Through creating
their own environments and
pretend play they learn about
the world, engage in problem
solving activities, practise their
social skills and improve their
self-confidence.

2001C
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Wooden Lorry

2002A

Play cloth, set of 3

2003A

Doll small and medium
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2004A

2006A
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Kitchen set

Stuffed animal

2005A

Picnic set

2007A

Wooden animal

2008A

Wooden iron
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Language Play
Language Play involves giving children opportunities to experience a rich
language environment; to develop their confidence and skills in expressing
themselves; and to speak and listen in a range of situations. It also involves
encouraging children to link sounds and letters and to begin to read and write.
Children must be given access to a wide range of reading materials (books,
poems, and other written materials) to ignite their interest
3001A

Memory game

The memory game develops
a wide range of skills
including visual discrimination,
communication and social
skills as well as memory.

3002A

Tower game

In a playful way children
learn to distinguish colours
and at the same time
develop their social and
language skills.
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3003A

Ludo game

3005A

Cat puzzle

3006A

Butterfly puzzle

3007A

Rainbow puzzle
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Motor Play
Active Play involves providing opportunities for young children to be active and interactive; and
to develop their co-ordination, control, and movement.

4001A

Fabric ball with bell

4002A

Banana leaf ball

Active play toys encourage children to
move around more in their play. They
support children in developing their fine
and gross motor skills and can also be
used for lots of fun cooperation games.

4003A
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Molkky game

4004A

Wooden stilts

4005A

Walking stilts

4006A

Rola-Rola
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Creative Play
Creative Play involves enabling children to explore and play with a wide
range of media and materials, as well as providing opportunities and
encouragement for sharing their thoughts, ideas and feelings through a
variety of activities in art, music, movement, dance and role-play.

5001A

Drum small,medium and large

Creative play encourages children to express
themselves through activities such as art, music and
dance. Use our materials to create an environment
where children feel free to experiment and create with
nothing to limit them but their imaginations.
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5002A

Bell stick
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Classroom equipment

6001A

Wooden chair

Child friendly size chairs

6002A

Wooden table

Child friendly size table

6003A

Wooden stool

This stool is the perfect size for children, it can be used for
sitting and as part of role play. When not in use, it can be
conveniently stacked away taking up very little space.
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6004A

Fabric hanging bookshelf
Perfect for displaying books in an
attractive and practical way. Books can be
easily identified and replaced by teachers
and children and will help to keep them in
a good condition.
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Books
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7001

Ifi, fabric book

7002

Nkurikira, fabric book

7003

Uruvu, fabric book

7004

Rice Sack Book

Fabric books are an ideal way to
introduce young children to the
joys of reading. Sharing a book
will help to increase a child’s
vocabulary and introduce them to
the process of reading.

For the complete range of
Kinyarwanda picture books,
please check our website.
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